
 

    
 

Laticia Cifuentes Grade 1L Piggy Bank -fabric and plastic                 Laticia Cifuentes “Laticia plants a seed “ 
 
Teacher Reply: Laticia isn’t it amazing how you water bottle resembles a pig yet it’s not pink? Your details on 
the snout and proportions really help the viewer to understand this is a piggy bank. I like how you solved for 
the fact that you didn’t have the color pink and you repurposed an old red white and blue tie-dyed tee-shirt of 
yours and used the fabric as the skin and details of the piggyback. I also loved your video of you work it was 
very enchanting.  



     
 

Ariana Perdido Grade 1L 

  

 Teacher said, “ Ariana you recalled our main character perfectly. You are very obcservant!  You must have really been 

listening intently to the story and looking at all the artist illustrations. I love your block lettering in all capitol letters and a 

color pattern that tells me you remenber the title of the book. If you like this charater there is another Max the Monster book 

called “ I can save the ocean “ you can also read. I am so glad you enjoyed this story.When it comes to taking care of the 

earth do you think you are more like Max in the beginning or the end of the story ? Why ? Thank you for your fabulous 

Zoom attendance and always getting all your work done and handed in on time ! 
 

 

     



       
                 Brayan Magana K6 

 

 

 

Brayan Magana  

 

Teacher reply: Thank you Bryan for all your attention to 

detail. 

For Emailing an asking for extra help and attending extra 

Zoom sessions in art, Your project is very well done! Keep it 

safe and sound we will be displaying it in the future. You can 

bring it back to Obama to display next year ok? Where did 

you get the netting?  You did an outstanding job on both your 

project and your artist statement. I don’t give out too many 

100% but all your effort, zoom participation and artistry just 

earned you 💯 percent. Now that’s the way to start off the 4th 

quarter 
 



 
 

Justin Leiva S4.   Game  

 

Justin this was a clever use of materials! You have fabulous ideas my friend. 

Let’s work together to take it to the next level! Inside the area where you want the ball to land maybe you could assign 

points on square pieces of paper so you can aim for certain areas. How about on the 2 outside rows those could be penalty 

areas where you subtract points?  What would you use for a ball? A ping pong ball? If your game piece was a ball like that 

the rule could be to toss or bounce for points. Over the next week I would like you to work on some of these upgrades and 

your artist statement should now include a set of instructions for the game. Consider giving the game a name to! Please 

resend pictures with any upgrades you do. 
 

 



 

 

Loren Portillo Grade 2/W      Upcycled Earth Day Landscape 
Teacher reply: Loren, this is a beautiful collage. I see you created your spring landscape spring landscape by 

upcycling the pages of an old magazine or two and some construction paper You found the perfect images and 

colors for your design. I especially love that you used the magazine’s printed text to cut and paste each letter to 

spell out the title of your work ‘SAVE EARTH.  


